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A New Empirical Pore Pressure Transform 

This presentation and all intellectual property discussed in this presentation are the property of GCS Solutions, Inc. and/or Matt Czerniak. GCS Solutions, Inc. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My name is Matt Czerniak, and I am the Director of a company called GCS Solutions, and I am also the architect of the RhoVe method.An immediate advancement of the RhoVe method is that the density log is now in play as a pore pressure indicator, which can be an important consideration when drilling unconventional reservoirs and other applications.------------------------------------------------------Recap and sumarise the RhoVe method.The Rhove method represents the culmination of a 3 to 4 year effort (…now going on 5 years) to combine and integrate many of the advanced, state-of-the-art concepts that are useful in today’s pore pressure estimation and theory.  An immediate advancement of the RhoVe method is that the density log is now in play as a pore pressure indicator (for both real-time and post-drill analysis), which can be an important consideration when drilling unconventional reservoirs and other applications.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you want more information on the RhoVe method, there is a Journal of Marine & Petroleum Geology (JMPG) technical publication that was formally released in the September 2017 issue.------------------------------I am currently working on a second manuscript for publication on the RhoVe T method.  The RhoVe construct represents a fully-populated petrophysical model, so it can be queried and interrogated through executables.  Utilizing temperature allows an assessment of chemical compaction effects, which have been largely under-explored by most PPFG practitioners. 
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RhoVeTM  Method 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The basic RhoVeTM method offers an interactive approach to pore pressure calibration and analysis, where convergence of sonic and density data (through a single transform) offers a robust solution.  An important consideration is that the RhoVeTM construct represents a fully-populated petrophysical model, that can be queried and interrogated through a series of executables.  
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RhoVeTM  T 
Thermodynamic Solutions 

(executable) 
Acoustic Impedance, Density, 

Sonic  

RhoVeTM  Auto 
Compositional Changes 

(executable)  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And one of the executables is RhoVeTM Auto, that can account for progressive compositional changes in mudstones – automatically.Solutions using RhoVeTM Auto, or the interactive RhoVeTM method “compositional” mode are more appropriate for temperatures less than about 100o - 120oC, and are more applicable to younger offshore sediments.At greater depths, mudstone to shale transformation continues and is dominated by changes in physical rock property relationships where ongoing chemical compaction and shale diagenesis dominate, which are controlled principally by temperature.  Thermodynamic solutions utilize RhoVeTM T (another executable) using density, sonic and acoustic impedance values as inputs versus temperature, and are directly applicable to geologically mature shale play reservoir sections and unconventional plays.
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JIP – seeking $55,000 investment for: 
 

 Commercial implementation of RhoVe method as a plug-in or web-based 
application to include:  

  Real-Time WITSML connectivity,  
  notebook (iPad) capability, 
  1D temperature modeling, 
 Explore automation capabilities, 

RhoVeTM Method 
(U.S. patent pending - copyright © 2016) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am seeking JIP funding on the order of $55,000 (divided by business interests) for the commercial implementation of the RhoVe method as a web-based application, or as a plug-in to an existing commercial package (like Petrel or Techlog); which would include:	Real-Time WITSML connectivity, 	notebook (iPad) capability,	1D temperature modeling,Explore automation capabilities,  all of which the technology already exist and part of which I hope to have the opportunity to show you today.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many of the methods in practical use today were consolidated, cataloged and ranked through a joint industry project called DEA 119 around the turn of the Millennium.The DEA study concluded that all methods since the 60’s have been effective stress approaches and fall into one of three categories:  -both vertical methods, such as Equivalent Depth, and Horizontal methods, like Eaton require fitting of a THEORETICAL normal compaction trend in depth, to some type of acoustic porosity indicator – like a sonic log, where divergence of the two marks the onset of overpressure.Other methods, like Bowers Method, goes directly to the velocity – effective stress relationships, which is both at the same time a “normal trend” and equally applicable to overpressured section.  The RhoVe method would fall into the category of “other methods”.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this demo example, each of the shale discriminated data point clusters recognized in sonic versus density cross plot space corresponds to separate flow units (P1-P5) in depth.  The blue is shale discriminated sonic and the gray is density.With a simple mouse wheel rotation, shale discriminated sonic and density data are transformed (interactively) to common estimates of effective stress and pore pressure, where convergence of the two properties offers a robust solution using only a single parameter (Alpha) represented by the mouse wheel rotation,…and comes with the capability to automate that part of the pore pressure solution related to compositional changes.The red series of contours are typically reserved for compositional changes and the gray contours represent the influence of ongoing chemical compaction; however, in this example, there is no discernable boundary to compositional changes.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this demo example, each of the shale discriminated data point clusters recognized in sonic versus density cross plot space corresponds to separate flow units (P1-P5) in depth. The blue is sonic and the gray is density.With a simple mouse wheel rotation, shale discriminated sonic and density data are transformed (interactively) to common estimates of effective stress and pore pressure, where convergence of the two properties offers a robust solution using only a single parameter (Alpha) represented by the mouse wheel rotation,…and comes with the capability to automate that part of the pore pressure solution related to compositional changes.The red series of contours are typically reserved for compositional changes and the gray contours represent the influence of ongoing chemical compaction; however, in this example, there is no discernable boundary to compositional changes.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this demo example, each of the shale discriminated data point clusters recognized in sonic versus density cross plot space corresponds to separate flow units (P1-P5) in depth. The blue is sonic and the gray is density.With a simple mouse wheel rotation, shale discriminated sonic and density data are transformed (interactively) to common estimates of effective stress and pore pressure, where convergence of the two properties offers a robust solution using only a single parameter (Alpha) represented by the mouse wheel rotation,…and comes with the capability to automate that part of the pore pressure solution related to compositional changes.The red series of contours are typically reserved for compositional changes and the gray contours represent the influence of ongoing chemical compaction; however, in this example, there is no discernable boundary to compositional changes.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this demo example, each of the shale discriminated data point clusters recognized in sonic versus density cross plot space corresponds to separate flow units (P1-P5) in depth. The blue is sonic and the gray is density.With a simple mouse wheel rotation, shale discriminated sonic and density data are transformed (interactively) to common estimates of effective stress and pore pressure, where convergence of the two properties offers a robust solution using only a single parameter (Alpha) represented by the mouse wheel rotation,…and comes with the capability to automate that part of the pore pressure solution related to compositional changes.The red series of contours are typically reserved for compositional changes and the gray contours represent the influence of ongoing chemical compaction; however, in this example, there is no discernable boundary to compositional changes.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this demo example, each of the shale discriminated data point clusters recognized in sonic versus density cross plot space corresponds to separate flow units (P1-P5) in depth. The blue is sonic and the gray is density.With a simple mouse wheel rotation, shale discriminated sonic and density data are transformed (interactively) to common estimates of effective stress and pore pressure, where convergence of the two properties offers a robust solution using only a single parameter (Alpha) represented by the mouse wheel rotation,…and comes with the capability to automate that part of the pore pressure solution related to compositional changes.The red series of contours are typically reserved for compositional changes and the gray contours represent the influence of ongoing chemical compaction; however, in this example, there is no discernable boundary to compositional changes.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this demo example, each of the shale discriminated data point clusters recognized in sonic versus density cross plot space corresponds to separate flow units (P1-P5) in depth. The blue is sonic and the gray is density.With a simple mouse wheel rotation, shale discriminated sonic and density data are transformed (interactively) to common estimates of effective stress and pore pressure, where convergence of the two properties offers a robust solution using only a single parameter (Alpha) represented by the mouse wheel rotation,…and comes with the capability to automate that part of the pore pressure solution related to compositional changes.The red series of contours are typically reserved for compositional changes and the gray contours represent the influence of ongoing chemical compaction; however, in this example, there is no discernable boundary to compositional changes.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this demo example, each of the shale discriminated data point clusters recognized in sonic versus density cross plot space corresponds to separate flow units (P1-P5) in depth. The blue is sonic and the gray is density.With a simple mouse wheel rotation, shale discriminated sonic and density data are transformed (interactively) to common estimates of effective stress and pore pressure, where convergence of the two properties offers a robust solution using only a single parameter (Alpha) represented by the mouse wheel rotation,…and comes with the capability to automate that part of the pore pressure solution related to compositional changes.The red series of contours are typically reserved for compositional changes and the gray contours represent the influence of ongoing chemical compaction; however, in this example, there is no discernable boundary to compositional changes.
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Presentation Notes
In this demo example, each of the shale discriminated data point clusters recognized in sonic versus density cross plot space corresponds to separate flow units (P1-P5) in depth. The blue is sonic and the gray is density.With a simple mouse wheel rotation, shale discriminated sonic and density data are transformed (interactively) to common estimates of effective stress and pore pressure, where convergence of the two properties offers a robust solution using only a single parameter (Alpha) represented by the mouse wheel rotation,…and comes with the capability to automate that part of the pore pressure solution related to compositional changes.The red series of contours are typically reserved for compositional changes and the gray contours represent the influence of ongoing chemical compaction; however, in this example, there is no discernable boundary to compositional changes.
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RhoVeTM Method 
(U.S. patent pending - copyright © 2016) 

Summary 
 

 Interactive (and fast). 
 Premised on a continuum of “virtual”, normally pressured synthetic rock 

property relationships. 
 Pore pressure is calculated by directly applying RhoVe-derived Velocity & 

Density-Effective Stress trends. 
 Subsalt Applications –  
 Two-parameter approach: a-term & alpha (α); includes the effects of 

compositional changes (clay diagenesis) 
 Rationale for subdivision of major flow units, which can be utilized in layer-

based basin modeling simulations. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The RhoVe Method is U.S. patent pending.It’s premised on a continuum of “virtual”, normally pressured synthetic rock properties relationships, and represents a stand-alone, fully-populated” petrophysical model volume that can be queried and interrogated to perform advanced calculations through a series of executables.Pore pressure is calculated by directly applying RhoVe-derived velocity & density-effective stress trends (works well with either sonic or density)It has subsalt application (in fact, it is universally applicable) and can handle unloading effects.It’s fundamentally a two-parameter approach with inputs named: a-term & alpha (α), but collapses to a single parameter (alpha) in “compositional mode” - which includes the effects of early compositional changes related to clay diagenesis Provides a rationale for subdivision of major flow units and boundaries that can be input into basin modelling simulations and workflows – which is it’s primary strength.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the heart of the RhoVe method is the stand-alone “virtual” model.The top half of the model (shown here) represents a series of genetically-linked, virtual rock property relationships that are used to generate the bottom half, which are the actual applications applied to a well of interest.  Again, it’s a stand-alone, shale-only model and nothing touches any well data.Each rock property relationship has end members, which are labeled RhoVe-S and RhoVe-Epsilon, which correspond to values of 0 and 1, respectively.  It’s a mathematical model.RhoVe-S represents a nominal Smectite trend and RhoVe-Epsilon is an upper limit used solely for mathematical purposes.- the dotted line represents the active curve, which is linked to all other active curves in each of the virtual rock property series.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The RhoVe method is fundamentally a two-parameter approach, -with something called the ”a”– term representing a measure of the fractional distance between end members (in sonic versus density cross plot space).…and ALPHA, which is a calculated property of the velocity-depth compaction trend series involving the active curve; (…and which I want to emphasize is NOT applied in the traditional sense equated to a normal compaction trend).The “alpha series” can be quickly adjusted with a simple mouse wheel rotation, All subsequent“ virtual rock property” calculations cascade from these two relationships.-----------(There is a lot of background and theory, which I won’t go into in the interests of time)The RhoVe method represents an attempt to unite the separate observations (associated with compositional changes) between these two competing rock property relationships by mathematically linking the two.
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Presentation Notes
We can then cross-plot (or cross-reference), at any virtual depth, or position along the active curve (in velocity-depth, or density-depth,) the calculated normal vertical effective stress. -in order to generate velocity-effective stress, or density-effective stress functions (for the reference point, or the entire active curve and end members). 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
And these velocity and density effective-stress relationships become the actual applications applied to a well of interest….interactively. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
the ”a”– term represents a measure of the fractional distance between end members (in sonic versus density cross plot space).Here is an example of picking the a-term value, which is used to detect compositional changes in mudstones and shales (NPHI versus bulk density)This one is the offshore Nova Scotia demo I showed you.  It starts out on the RhoVe-S nominal smectite trend with a value of zero, and increases with depth revealing compositional changes.The series of gray contours shown graphically ranging between RhoVe-S and RhoVe-Epsilon, are linear fractional distance contours between the end members, contoured in increments of 0.1 or every 10%
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Presentation Notes
-in this example, the P-3 flow unit can be observed where the two properties converge for an “a”-term value of 0.75.  That is also where you would take the calibrated value for “alpha” = 0.4.
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Presentation Notes
-in this example, the P-3 flow unit can be observed where the two properties converge for an “a”-term value of 0.75.  That is also where you would take the calibrated value for “alpha” = 0.4.
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Presentation Notes
-in this example, the P-3 flow unit can be observed where the two properties converge for an “a”-term value of 0.75.  That is also where you would take the calibrated value for “alpha” = 0.4.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next step would be to then map the “a – alpha” pairs for successive flow units, and/or other wells in the area, hoping to reveal compositional changes on a regional or sub-regional basis.
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Presentation Notes
The next step would be to then map the “a – alpha” pairs for successive flow units, and/or other wells in the area, hoping to reveal compositional changes on a regional or sub-regional basis.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we would hope to find is that if we mapped “a” versus “alpha” pairs (in cross plot) for a sub-regional area (as a composite of wells and flow units), the data would fall on a straight line trend…where “a” equals alpha.- which is also given by the expression: RhoVe intermediate equals a times the difference between the two end members, or simply a measure of the fractional distance, which again is shown by the series of gray contours.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
However, what we do find, is that as we begin to cross plot “a” versus “alpha” pairs, like this example that includes a multi-well, multi-flow unit study in the Deepwater Gulf of Mexico, you would likely find that the “a”- alpha relationships do fall on a trend,  -but of the form:  “a” = 2*alpha minus alpha squared), which reveals the trend for “compositional” changes.
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Presentation Notes
-with evidence of a delimiter (or a plateau) formed at around “a” = 0.6, and “alpha” values greater than about ~0.37, which tends to form more of a narrow band around Bowers Gulf of Mexico “slow” trend. Similar to Sargent’s model for Cretaceous shales in the offshore Norway Haltenbanken region, where once transitioned, fine-grained sediments continue along something called “the chemical compaction limit” consistent with the effects of ongoing chemical compaction.
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Presentation Notes
The functional relationship may be expressed in the general form: “a” = gamma*alpha minus alpha raised to the gamma, which not only displaces the “linearly spaced” gray contours, up to and including the delimiter…but, now “a” can be expressed as a function of alpha (reducing the RhoVe method to a single parameter)-the gamma term offers flexibility, and should be considered basin-specific.  
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RhoVeTM  Method 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To summarize, the basic RhoVeTM method offers an interactive approach to pore pressure calibration and analysis, where convergence of shale-discriminated sonic and density data (through a single transform) offers a robust solution.  An important consideration is that the RhoVeTM construct (a stand-alone “virtual” shale-only model) represents a fully-populated petrophysical model, that can be queried and interrogated through a series of executables.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
And one of the executables is RhoVeTM Auto (shown here as the realization in red superimposed on the interactive solutions), that can account for progressive compositional changes in mudstones – automatically.Solutions using RhoVeTM Auto, or the interactive RhoVeTM method “compositional” mode are more appropriate for temperatures less than about 100o - 120oC, and are more applicable to younger offshore sediments.At greater depths, mudstone to shale transformation continues and is dominated by changes in physical rock property relationships where ongoing chemical compaction and shale diagenesis dominate (the transition from mudstone to a truly lithified shale), which are controlled principally by temperature.  Utilizing temperature allows an assessment of chemical compaction effects, which have been largely under-explored by most PPFG practitioners. Thermodynamic solutions utilize RhoVeTM T (another executable) using density, sonic and their product - acoustic impedance as inputs versus temperature, and are directly applicable to geologically mature shale play reservoir sections and unconventional plays.
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Chemical Compaction 
 
From recent advances in EMI (electron microbeam instrumentation) and sample 
preparation… “it is now clear that the principal diagenetic processes of sandstones and 
limestones, compaction and cementation, also operate in mudrocks” (Milliken, K., 2017). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
**Mudrocks at the Scale of Grains and Pores: Current Understanding, Kitty Milliken, 2017, 
Bureau of Economic Geology, The University of Texas, Austin. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This description, provided by Kitty Milliken at the Bureau of Economic Geology at UT Austin, states that “…from recent advances in EMI (electron microbeam instrumentation) – an order of magnitude higher resolution than SEM, along with sample preparation procedures… “it is now clear that the principal diagenetic processes of sandstones and limestones (compaction and cementation), also operate in mudrocks”,...which may be an important consideration for unconvention reservoirs (Milliken, K., 2017).
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MECHANICAL 
COMPACTION: 

(effective stress) 

CHEMICAL 
COMPACTION: 
(temperature) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This figure provided by the University of Oslo, covers the fundamentals of Mechanical Compaction yielding to Chemical Compaction with depth.  Ongoing Chemical Compaction, or the progressive evolution from a mudrock to a truely lithified shale (applicable to unconventional applications), is driven principally by shale diagenesis through thermodynamics and temperature, with the onset found at around 60-80o C.  
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Chemical Compaction 
 

Diagenesis (late) 

** MIT course notes on sedimentary processes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Further complicating matters, the solubility of calcite and silica (the primary cementing agents we’re talking about) are strongly affected in opposing ways by the pH (or alkalinity).  For silica, the solubility increases with increasing pH, whereas calcite solubility decreases with increasing pH.  At a pH of between 7.0 and 10 (kind of a sweet spot), both quartz and calcite cements may form. Additionally, through variations in Eh (or the oxidation/reduction potential), other types of clays and minerals can form authigenically…including Kaolinite.
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Temperature versus depth profile 
BP Kaskida KC292-1BP2 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the RhoVe T method, we need a 1D temperature versus depth profile that we can get from density, like this example from BP’s Kaskida well.  Calibration points are bottom hole temperatures and fluid temperatures from MDTs.
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T zo(bml) (oF)  = 65oF > (266.4*WD)-0.2333  < 36oF 
 
k(z) = ø(z) * kw + (1 – ø(z)) * kmx 
 
dT/dz(z)= Q * 3.048E-05 / k(z) 
 
T (z) (0C) = T (z-1) (0C) + {dT/dz(z) * ((z(bml) - z(bml-1) ) * 30.48(cm/ft)} 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Deriving temperature from density is fully described in Appendix D of the JMPG paper.Convert to porosity from density, and then apply thermal conductivity of brine and the thermal conductivity of shale matrix, proportional to the porosity or void ratio, and you get a custom, high integrity 1D thermal profile, the kind you would get from a basin model (and not some simple stick-figure one you get from some technology people).The temperature value at the mudline is fixed by an equation used for cementing (algorithm) that suggests a strong relationship between water depth and temperature.So the only variable left is the heat flow, which I will show you is pretty easy.
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PI526-1 Jack Hays  
DW Gulf of Mexico,  

U.S.A. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This example is the Hess Corporation - Jack Hays #1 well, which is located in the westernmost Deepwater Gulf of Mexico using first the interactive approach.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is an interesting well - in that it is a relatively deep test (over 26,000 feet), with sedimentation that is relatively un-fettered by salt.  It initially targeted the Paleogene Wilcox equivalent reservoir section, but apparently never reached it.Beginning with the sonic-density (cross-plot) in the upper left, the gamma ray discriminated (shale) data point clusters form a very narrow band along the delimiter - although the first data cluster (P1) is slightly below (you’ll be able to see it more clear on the final “summary” slide).  The P1 - P3 flow units are projected (in depth) in the center panel – the blue data points correspond to discriminated sonic and the gray represent discriminated density (along with continuous filtered sonic and density profiles). The pressure plot begins as a cacophony of curves, which includes a pore pressure interpretation (based on Bowers default Gulf of Mexico velocity-effective stress trend), applied to the continuous filtered sonic log for reference.Driller’s mudweight is in black, with ECD in gold.  Connection gas is shown by the solid red circular symbols.There is an abrupt increase in the mudweight history here at the 11-7/8” casing point along with an MDT and kill mudweight in the final hole section.  Connection gas is continuous throughout the lower P3 flow unit interval.The interpretation moves from the top down. Once I start the calculation, the velocity and density effective stress trends (for the P1-P3 intervals) will be archived graphically, as well as digitally.
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A horizontal red bar means the interpretation is frozen for the flow unit above.
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Presentation Notes
A horizontal red bar means the interpretation is frozen for the flow unit above.At “alpha” = 0.2, the sonic and density interpretations align for flow unit P1, which is slightly less than the Bowers method (reference) interpretation.…and matches the P1 data cluster in sonic-density cross-plot space.
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Presentation Notes
For an “alpha” value of 0.4, the RhoVe interpretation is pretty close to the Bowers method (reference) interpretation (calibrated to 0.37 “alpha”) – so at 0.4 (as expected) we’re are only just slightly above, and we’ve just transitioned from “compositional” to “convergent” mode when we reach the chemical compaction limit, as the sonic and density transforms are now aligned and stay together for higher alpha values.-we continue to move forward to higher Alpha values consistent with the effects of ongoing chemical compaction.
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For an “alpha” value of 0.4, the RhoVe interpretation is pretty close to the Bowers method (reference) interpretation (calibrated to 0.37 “alpha”) – so at 0.4 (as expected) we’re are only just slightly above, and we’ve just transitioned from “compositional” to “convergent” mode when we reach the chemical compaction limit, as the sonic and density transforms are now aligned and stay together for higher alpha values.-we continue to move forward to higher Alpha values consistent with the effects of ongoing chemical compaction.
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For an “alpha” value of 0.4, the RhoVe interpretation is pretty close to the Bowers method (reference) interpretation (calibrated to 0.37 “alpha”) – so at 0.4 (as expected) we’re are only just slightly above, and we’ve just transitioned from “compositional” to “convergent” mode when we reach the chemical compaction limit, as the sonic and density transforms are now aligned and stay together for higher alpha values.-we continue to move forward to higher Alpha values consistent with the effects of ongoing chemical compaction.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For an “alpha” value of 0.6, the RhoVe interpretation is well above the Bowers method (reference) interpretation (calibrated to 0.37 “alpha”), suggesting we are moving into the region affected by chemical compaction; however, we come close to meeting the pressure calibration points provided by a kill mudweight, associated with a “kick” or flow, and an MDT value of 14.6 PPG EMW.-but we still have a large gap between the apparent pressure history and the (pore pressure) interpretation with no sign of a regression in the sonic or density data.
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Presentation Notes
However, we can simply re-engage the RhoVe method velocity and density-effective stress trends to help provide a viable pore pressure solution.The RhoVe method applications aren’t just bulk shifts, or made up trends that are used by some practitioners to just to get an answer,-they are predictive (which is an important distinction).
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However, we can simply re-engage the RhoVe method velocity and density-effective stress trends to help provide a viable pore pressure solution.The RhoVe method applications aren’t just bulk shifts, or made up trends that are used by some practitioners to just to get an answer,-they are predictive (which is an important distinction).
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However, we can simply re-engage the RhoVe method velocity and density-effective stress trends to help provide a viable pore pressure solution.The RhoVe method applications aren’t just bulk shifts, or made up trends that are used by some practitioners to just to get an answer,-they are predictive (which is an important distinction).
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However, we can simply re-engage the RhoVe method velocity and density-effective stress trends to help provide a viable pore pressure solution.The RhoVe method applications aren’t just bulk shifts, or made up trends that are used by some practitioners to just to get an answer,-they are predictive (which is an important distinction). 
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However, we can simply re-engage the RhoVe method velocity and density-effective stress trends to help provide a viable pore pressure solution.The RhoVe method applications aren’t just bulk shifts, or made up trends that are used by some practitioners to just to get an answer,-they are predictive (which is an important distinction).
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And then the temperature-based approach…The RhoVeTMT thermal-based approach utilizes alpha-temperature pairs, or control points (kind of a lattice framework), in fixed increments of 0.1 alpha between 0.0 to 1.0, along with a buffer (or tail) at the end for calculation purposes, which is then applied as an executable.  The alpha-temperature framework can also be implemented graphically (shown here in the lower right) is extended to all shale discriminated data points through a linear interpolation.The executable then samples and interrogates every discrete data point, beginning with the rhob density series.  The same RhoVe alpha – temperature pairs can then be applied to sonic (green), and then acoustic impedance (orange).
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The results are excellent and noteworthy, and mimic those done interactively by hand, finding the same, or similar flow unit solutions.In fact, it identified a potential forth flow unit at the transition to the ongoing chemical compaction limit.Let’s take a closer look at the density effective stress solutions.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a comparison of the temperature-based output in red (in density versus effective stress) for the Jack Hays well against the more traditional, staggered compaction trend series, clustered by temperature. Temperature is annotated at 0.1 alpha values.
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I then “flattened” the previous datasets, recalling that the blue contours represent RhoVe alpha-sigma equivalents, with values of alpha ranging between 0.0 and 1.0. It would appear that the temperature-based approach offers a more natural progression of increasing density in over-pressured, but still compacting sediments for alpha sigma values ranging between 0.0 and 1.0.If you look closely at the annotated temperature distributions: 150 – 200 o F, and and from 300 – 350 o F, seem evenly distributed, but the range from 200-300 o F, are compressed.
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Presentation Notes
I then “flattened” the previous datasets, recalling that the blue contours represent RhoVe alpha-sigma equivalents, with values of alpha ranging between 0.0 and 1.0.  RhoVe alpha-sigma is somewhat of a proxy for effective stress.  It would appear that the temperature-based approach offers a more natural progression of increasing density in over-pressured, but still compacting sediments for alpha sigma values ranging between 0.0 and 1.0.If you look closely at the annotated temperature distributions: 150 – 200 o F, and and from 300 – 350 o F, seem evenly distributed, but the range from 200-300 o F, are compressed.
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..but in temperature, the changes is born out in this flattened region beginning at about 215o Fahrenheit, or about 100o C.The slide represents a graphical representation of the outputs (from all wells in the Deep Water Gulf of Mexico study area and beyond) from the RhoVeTMT pore pressure assessments by temperature --------------------------------------(in degrees Fahrenheit) versus RhoVeTM alpha-sigma composited in cross plot beginning with rhob calibrations to pore pressure. The presence of a core trend is highlighted along with these two apparent outliers. Offshore Nova Scotia H-23 well is bright green.  This plot is from the rhob density data input.The second notable outlier is this red curve that represents the Hess Corp. Port Isabel 526 Jack Hays well, which is a fairly deep test that doesn’t have salt.  It’s the hottest well assessed, with temperatures approaching 350o F at TD.  The interesting thing is that it forks off from the core trend at a temperature of 215o F (100o C), which seems to be affecting the sediments that are buried increasingly deeper.  The gradient beyond about 300o F parallels the core trend, and whatever diagenetic effects these sediments experienced were “locked in” at a shallower depth and temperature, probably consistent with the core trend.
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Presentation Notes
One of the best places I’ve found to demonstrate the RhoVe Method capabilities is in the area of Mississippi Canyon and Viosca Knoll.You can see strong evidence of progressively increasing compositional changes in sonic-density cross plot space (corresponding to flow units P1-P4 in depth).We can step through the interactive solutions up to an Alpha value of 0.5 corresponding to the delimiter. The pore pressure interpretation is frozen for flow unit P3 and above.  We’ve now reached the chemical compaction delimiter and can’t use compositional changes to guide the solution anymore.The red series of contours on the left side panels are typically reserved for compositional changes and the gray contours represent the influence of ongoing chemical compaction.
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Presentation Notes
One of the best places I’ve found to demonstrate the RhoVe Method capabilities is in the area of Mississippi Canyon and Viosca Knoll.You can see strong evidence of progressively increasing compositional changes in sonic-density cross plot space (corresponding to flow units P1-P4 in depth).We can step through the interactive solutions up to an Alpha value of 0.5 corresponding to the delimiter. The pore pressure interpretation is frozen for flow unit P3 and above.  We’ve now reached the chemical compaction delimiter and can’t use compositional changes to guide the solution anymore.The red series of contours on the left side panels are typically reserved for compositional changes and the gray contours represent the influence of ongoing chemical compaction.
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One of the best places I’ve found to demonstrate the RhoVe Method capabilities is in the area of Mississippi Canyon and Viosca Knoll.You can see strong evidence of progressively increasing compositional changes in sonic-density cross plot space (corresponding to flow units P1-P4 in depth).We can step through the interactive solutions up to an Alpha value of 0.5 corresponding to the delimiter. The pore pressure interpretation is frozen for flow unit P3 and above.  We’ve now reached the chemical compaction delimiter and can’t use compositional changes to guide the solution anymore.The red series of contours on the left side panels are typically reserved for compositional changes and the gray contours represent the influence of ongoing chemical compaction.
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One of the best places I’ve found to demonstrate the RhoVe Method capabilities is in the area of Mississippi Canyon and Viosca Knoll.You can see strong evidence of progressively increasing compositional changes in sonic-density cross plot space (corresponding to flow units P1-P4 in depth).We can step through the interactive solutions up to an Alpha value of 0.5 corresponding to the delimiter. The pore pressure interpretation is frozen for flow unit P3 and above.  We’ve now reached the chemical compaction delimiter and can’t use compositional changes to guide the solution anymore.The red series of contours on the left side panels are typically reserved for compositional changes and the gray contours represent the influence of ongoing chemical compaction.
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One of the best places I’ve found to demonstrate the RhoVe Method capabilities is in the area of Mississippi Canyon and Viosca Knoll.You can see strong evidence of progressively increasing compositional changes in sonic-density cross plot space (corresponding to flow units P1-P4 in depth).We can step through the interactive solutions up to an Alpha value of 0.5 corresponding to the delimiter. The pore pressure interpretation is frozen for flow unit P3 and above.  We’ve now reached the chemical compaction delimiter and can’t use compositional changes to guide the solution anymore.The red series of contours on the left side panels are typically reserved for compositional changes and the gray contours represent the influence of ongoing chemical compaction.
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One of the best places I’ve found to demonstrate the RhoVe Method capabilities is in the area of Mississippi Canyon and Viosca Knoll.You can see strong evidence of progressively increasing compositional changes in sonic-density cross plot space (corresponding to flow units P1-P4 in depth).We can step through the interactive solutions up to an Alpha value of 0.5 corresponding to the delimiter. The pore pressure interpretation is frozen for flow unit P3 and above.  We’ve now reached the chemical compaction delimiter and can’t use compositional changes to guide the solution anymore.The red series of contours on the left side panels are typically reserved for compositional changes and the gray contours represent the influence of ongoing chemical compaction.
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One of the best places I’ve found to demonstrate the RhoVe Method capabilities is in the area of Mississippi Canyon and Viosca Knoll.You can see strong evidence of progressively increasing compositional changes in sonic-density cross plot space (corresponding to flow units P1-P4 in depth).We can step through the interactive solutions up to an Alpha value of 0.5 corresponding to the delimiter. The pore pressure interpretation is frozen for flow unit P3 and above.  We’ve now reached the chemical compaction delimiter and can’t use compositional changes to guide the solution anymore.The red series of contours on the left side panels are typically reserved for compositional changes and the gray contours represent the influence of ongoing chemical compaction.
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One of the best places I’ve found to demonstrate the RhoVe Method capabilities is in the area of Mississippi Canyon and Viosca Knoll.You can see strong evidence of progressively increasing compositional changes in sonic-density cross plot space (corresponding to flow units P1-P4 in depth).We can step through the interactive solutions up to an Alpha value of 0.5 corresponding to the delimiter. The pore pressure interpretation is frozen for flow unit P3 and above.  We’ve now reached the chemical compaction delimiter and can’t use compositional changes to guide the solution anymore.The red series of contours on the left side panels are typically reserved for compositional changes and the gray contours represent the influence of ongoing chemical compaction.
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One of the best places I’ve found to demonstrate the RhoVe Method capabilities is in the area of Mississippi Canyon and Viosca Knoll.You can see strong evidence of progressively increasing compositional changes in sonic-density cross plot space (corresponding to flow units P1-P4 in depth).We can step through the interactive solutions up to an Alpha value of 0.5 corresponding to the delimiter. The pore pressure interpretation is frozen for flow unit P3 and above.  We’ve now reached the chemical compaction delimiter and can’t use compositional changes to guide the solution anymore.The red series of contours on the left side panels are typically reserved for compositional changes and the gray contours represent the influence of ongoing chemical compaction.
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One of the best places I’ve found to demonstrate the RhoVe Method capabilities is in the area of Mississippi Canyon and Viosca Knoll.You can see strong evidence of progressively increasing compositional changes in sonic-density cross plot space (corresponding to flow units P1-P4 in depth).We can step through the interactive solutions up to an Alpha value of 0.5 corresponding to the delimiter. The pore pressure interpretation is frozen for flow unit P3 and above.  We’ve now reached the chemical compaction delimiter and can’t use compositional changes to guide the solution anymore.The red series of contours on the left side panels are typically reserved for compositional changes and the gray contours represent the influence of ongoing chemical compaction.
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…and here’s the temperature-based solution (sonic, density and their product - acoustic impedance), which was applied successfully to the entire sub-regional area that was being evaluated.  Temperature alpha relationships followed the same asymptotic trend as Jack Hays, but this time up to about 230 o F and then broke over.The flow unit interpretation solutions were re-inforced in both sonic and density effective stress space.
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RhoVeTM Method 
(U.S. patent pending - copyright © 2016) 

Predrill PPFG Estimation RhoVe T 
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dtc • pseudorhob from dtc 

• more accurate OBG & FG 
estimation from seismic 

• improved sub-regional 
PPG calibration for 
predrill estimates 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From the previous example, here is the temperature-based solution superimposed on the shale-discriminated sonic and density cross-plot data.  It can be used to generate a much more accurate density from velocity estimate, much more so than you would get from a simple Gardner relationship – applied to a 1D seismic velocity extraction for an undrilled location.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
From the previous example, here is the temperature-based solution superimposed on the shale-discriminated sonic and density cross-plot data.  It can be used to generate a much more accurate density from velocity estimate, much more so than you would get from a simple Gardner relationship – applied to a 1D seismic velocity extraction for an undrilled location.
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Sub- Regional Study Area 
Deepwater Gulf of Mexico 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are the limits of a sub-regional study that was conducted in the Deepwater Gulf of Mexico to demonstrate the (RhoVeTMT) thermal-based approach to pore pressure analysis and calibration that included about a dozen wells.
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Here is the core trend – Alpha versus Temperature.
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BP Kaskida well.  Light blue is allocthonous salt for all these examples.
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The BP Tiber discovery well, to the northwest just outside of the study area.  Temperature values are annotated in red on the left side of the mud weight plot.  Yellow diamonds correspond to MDT pressure calibration data points.
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The Hadrian well – MDTs in green.
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The low MDT values you are seeing below salt (like the ones shown here – green diamonds) are due to sand pressures bleeding off out to the Sigsbee around Green Knoll.
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Buckskin – like Logan, there is a wireline rhob data gap below salt, but still the Rhove Alpha-temperature executable is applied successfully to just the sonic.  Here they had lost returns probably due to carrying too high of a surface mud weight.
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…here’s Julia, with a complete wireline data gap in both sonic and density below salt, which is infilled with a resistivity transform profile to bridge the gap for pore pressure.
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Here is the core trend with +/-10% error bounds in temperature.  So, this sets up a new way to calculate pore pressure from temperature, called RhoVeTMT that includes local diagenetic effects using only these ten control points.  For a commercial application, you would just slide these discrete points to the left or right to your nearest offset well analog, hit execute and you are done. The same temperature profile can be applied to an undrilled location
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Advantages 
 

 Efficiency through simplicity – 
 

 RhoVeTM method has universal application - 
 RhoVeTM method provides interactive solutions for: 

 Prospect Exploration 
 Prospect Maturation 
 Operations 
 

 Rhob density transformed to effective stress and pore pressure provides a 
rationale for subdivision of major flow units. 

 Automate pore pressure solutions related to compositional changes using 
RhoVeTM Auto 

 Thermodynamic transition from mudstone to shale utilize RhoVeTM T; 
applicable to unconventional shale reservoir plays. 
 

RhoVe
TM  

RhoVeR (Remote) Drone 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a Final Note:These tools have the potential to finally unite basin modeling approaches with velocity-based methods – which is it’s strength.However, the RhoVe method can’t compete with the simplicity offered by traditional methods (Eaton or Bowers) if your sole interest is in just getting the well down.But if you are interested in understanding the mudstone-transition to shales you are drilling through on your way to your final objective, please consider the RhoVe method.
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JIP – seeking $55,000 investment for: 
 

 Commercial implementation of RhoVe method as a plug-in or web-based 
application to include:  

  Real-Time WITSML connectivity,  
  notebook (iPad) capability, 
  1D temperature modeling, 
 Explore automation capabilities, 

RhoVeTM Method 
(U.S. patent pending - copyright © 2016) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am seeking JIP funding on the order of $55,000 (divided by business interests) for the commercial implementation of the RhoVe method as a web-based application, or as a plug-in to an existing commercial package; and would hope to explore among other things,the potential to automate that portion of the pore pressure calculations related to compositional changes, but in the interim, I have already accomplished that task, and which I hope to show you today.
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JIP – (future work) $40,000 investment for: 
 

 EMI (electron microbeam instrumentation) project to study the effects of late 
stage diagenesis (temperature, pH) on effective stress and pore pressure (2+ 
wells), 

 Sample collection, preparation, analysis & reporting 1 

 
 
1 Bureau of Economic Geology, The University of Texas, Austin 

 

Chemical Compaction 
Late Diagenesis 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Additionally, I am also seeking JIP funding on the order of $40,000 to fund an EMI (electron microbeam instrumentation) project to study the effects of late stage diagenesis (temperature, pH) on effective stress and pore pressure (will include cutting analysis from at least 2 wells), and covers sample collection, preparation, analysis & reporting.  In order to study the effects of “ongoing chemical compaction”.
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RhoVe versus Bowers 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While it is easily distinguishable from Equivalent Depth or Eaton methods, the RhoVe method is probably closest to Bowers  – 
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Bowers - 1995 SPE; 2001 OTC 

V = V0 + A σ B 
 
  
 DWGOM 

 Vo: 4930 
 A:  14.2 
 B:  0.724 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s Bowers Power Law equation and constants for his default Deepwater Gulf of Mexico patented velocity-effective stress relationship.  I am going to make use of his A constant, all other terms remain the same.
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A = 10.5 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With the RhoVe method interactive solutions frozen in the background.  Changing only the Bowers “A” constant to 10.5 comes close to matching the shallowest flow unit interpretation, as applied to the CVX offshore Nova Scotia H-23 well.  The resulting Bowers trendline is shown by the dotted black trend in velocity-effectives stress cross plot.
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Here’s A of 12
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13
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A = 14.2 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At 14.2 , this is the Bowers deepwater Gulf of Mexico default trend applied to the offshore Nova Scotia well.So, a Bowers A constant value of 13 or 14 fits the majority of the drilling history, but over estimates the rest of the shallower well section.
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And finally, with an Bowers A constant value of 16, we can match a 15 PPG “kick” in the well at about 17,500 feet.Why not just use Bowers interactively as I’ve just shown you?  Well, nothing, except the absence of convergence of the density transformed to pore pressure to help guide these flow unit interpretations.
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Rhove method is even translatable to Bowers A constant through this exponential relationship.
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Now, if we keep Bowers A value constant at 16.0 and change the mudline velocity intercept.
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V = V0 + A σ B 
 
  
 DWGOM 

 Vo: 4100 fps 
 A:  16.0 
 B:  0.724 
 

Bowers A: 16.0 
Vo: 4100 fps 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With a mudline velocity intercept value of 4100 fps, we can get a Bowers trend to fit the interpretation using a single velocity-effective stress relationship and the flow unit interpretations go away.  This requires using a physically unreasonable mudline water velocity of 4100 feet per second (5000 feet per second is the standard water velocity), which even Glenn Bowers wouldn’t recommend using, but others may not be so thoughtful. It does so by averaging through the sonic velocity data.  The downside to this approach, and all other horizontal and vertical stress approaches (that rely on a compaction trend in depth) is that it predicts a couple of hundred psi of effective stress at the mudline, but has the simplicity offered by using a single trendline.Does this help or hinder the case for RhoVe method flow unit approach over the flexibility offered by Bowers method?Does this exercise become academic if your only interest is getting the well down?  I think the answer to that question is yes.However, I think the value of the flow unit approach is in greatly enhancing and uniting basin modelling approaches with those of velocity-based methods.
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RhoVe Method  
 
dT Compaction Trend: 
 
 Δtn = (Δtml –Δti) e –cz + Δti 
 
  Δti  =  øi (Δtml – Δtmx) + Δtmx   

BOWERS DW GOM “Slow” Trend RhoVE-ε RhoVE-S 

Vo: 4790 4800 4900 
A: 2953 2000 4500 
B: 3.57 4.2 3 

ρo: 1.3 1.3 1.3 

V-Rho equation (Bowers, OTC 2001) : 

  V = V0 + A (ρ - ρo) B 

Δtmx: : dT matrix:  55 usec/ft 
Δtml  : dT mudline  200 usec/ft 
c compaction coeff:  0.00016 - 0.00030 
z: depth below mudline 
øi : irreducible porosity (fractional) 

: c 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The RhoVe Method compaction trend equation (shown here as a function of travel time), includes the travel-time equivalent of Corbett & Bethke’s irreducible porosity term, “delta-T-sub-i”,or what I call the variable matrix factor:Otherwise, the equation looks a lot like Chapman, 1983 or Hamouz & Mueller, 1984; The travel time “deltaT-sub-i” term, is a function of the fractional representation of the “irreducible porosity” (or “phi-sub-i” term), along with these other, more typical matrix factors and constants. The other variable in the RhoVe travel time equation is the compaction coefficient: “c”.Both of these variables were cross-plotted against “alpha” (0.0 to 1.0).  Trial-and-error methods were used on multiple (deep water Gulf of Mexico) and other well data sets to determine the best-fit values for the “empirical control points” shown here as “plus” and “asterisk” symbols on the cross plots.The resulting pore pressures (computed from look-up tables) were then visually compared to pressure indicators from each of the multiple well calibrations.  The process was repeated until a satisfactory match was achieved, and then the control points were regressed, as shown here.The irreducible porosity term does the bulk of the correction for “alpha” values from 0.0 to about ~0.4, and then tapers to zero by “alpha” equal to 1.0; (recalling that an “alpha” value of ~0.37 (or about ~0.4) corresponds to Ebrom & Heppard’s Rest-of-the-World trend – (and the interpretation of Bowers trend).-whereas the compaction coefficient is fairly flat from “alpha” of 0.0 to about ~0.4, and then effectively increases, so the net result is that the heavy lifting shifts from one parameter to the other around an “alpha” of ~0.4.
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α  : calculated property  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
External publications from various sources (like Ebrom & Heppard, shown here on the left) were used to calibrate the velocity-depth compaction trend “alpha” series (which is a calculated property), that extends between 0.0 to 1.0.An important consideration, is that….Ebrom & Heppard’s Rest-of-the-World Compaction trend is virtually identical to an “interpretation” of Bowers default Deepwater Gulf of Mexico (velocity-effective stress) relationship, which yields a best-fit “alpha” value of 0.37.---------------------------------------Sources included Ebrom & Heppard’s Gulf of Mexico Shelf and Onshore trend (which set the bias for the RhoVe-S nominal smectite trend (at alpha = 0.0.), Lahann’s (2002) illite trend (shown by the series of green square symbols) set the bias for the RhoVe-Epsilon end member at alpha = 1.0.At ConocoPhillips, Phil Heppard used to joke “so, what’s normal”?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Visually, the correction required to go from Ebrom & Heppard’s Gulf of Mexico Shelf and Onshore trend, to their Rest-of-the-World trend (essentially going from smectite to illite),-is primarily by way of compositional changes related to “delta-T-sub-i” the irreducible porosity term, or variable matrix factor!
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Here’s the BP Kaskida well.
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I’ll show you the magnitude of the problem.  Here I’ve plotted sonic as interval velocity and density versus depth for the BP Kaskida-1 well in Keathley Canyon - color coded by lithology (green is shale, gold is sand and light blues are marls – which may be somewhat over-represented).  The brown curve represents an average.There is a rapid shift at the top of the Paleogene Wilcox-equivalent reservoir section, with the shales following the sands and marls (albeit on the slower side).  But in the density, the separation is very dramatic, with the shales moving from densities on the order of 2.4 to 2.55-2.6 gm/cc.The shift in the density of the shales can be attributed to either close proximity and accessibility to cations within the easier moving pore fluids within the sands, or simple dewatering, or a combination of the two.Pore pressure practitioners would either literally make up a new compaction trend, or a bulk-shift just to get an answer, or ignore a transform entirely, relying on the MDTs for the pore pressure interpretation within the Paleogene interval.



BOWERS GOM “Slow” Trend RhoVE-ε RhoVE-S 

Vo: 4790 4800 4900 
A: 2953 2000 4500 
B: 3.57 4.2 3 

ρo: 1.3 1.3 1.3 

a = γα – αγ 

RhoVE interm:  f(α) * (RhoVE-Ɛ– RhoVE-S) + RhoVE-S 
 

V-Rho equation (Bowers, OTC 2001) : 

  V = V0 + A (ρ - ρo) B 

γ = 2.2  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The dotted curve shown here (on the “a – alpha” cross plot) is for the offshore Nova Scotia well.  Both curves fit an equation of the general form: gamma*alpha minus alpha raised to the gamma.  For the Deepwater Gulf of Mexico study, Gamma equals 2 (2 alpha minus alpha squared), while offshore Nova Scotia is slightly higher and fits a value of gamma = 2.2.  …changes in gamma probably reflect differences in clay volume and/or content.  The gamma term would be specific to a basin of interest.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first calibration example is the Hess Corporation - Jack Hays #1 well, which is located in the westernmost Deepwater Gulf of Mexico.



Offshore Nova Scotia γ = 2.0 Offshore Nova Scotia γ = 2.2 



From Mud to Shale:  The Role of Microquartz Cementation* 
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VK988-1 
RHOB vs. Temp deg F 
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